Rice Graduate Takes Life: No Motive Found

E. Hans Made New

Japs Eager To Learn U.S. Engineering

Rice-AQCC Game Transferred To Houston In 1938

Rice To Debate Pittsburgh U Next Saturday

Sophomore Ball To End Exam Week; "Rah! Rah! Rah! Joe College" Is Theme

Dr. Richter Teaches

CYNICAL LESSON; Passes

TEAR GAS, ROSE WATER

Pound Returns To Rice After Honoring Watt

JUNIOR PROM DATE UNDECIDED; MIDNIGHT FEVER

MR. CHILLMAN ASSESS

P. A. S. APPONT CONFERENCE ANNUAL FORMAL

ywać Engineers Elect

Richard St. John To Head Society

ENGINEER "BACK TO THE STREETS" TO RIDE SCOUTS

Turner's Book of Mexicans' Revolt

Reviewed By EBLS

Bone Specialist To Address Pre-Meds

Crammer Club Lubs O.W.L. Initiation To Be Held Feb. 18
"EMS" and "HARTROD"
The Rice Thresher, Jan. 17, 1946, Page 1, Column 1

The Rice Thresher is a monthly publication of The Rice Institute, Houston, Texas. It contains articles, editorials, and news relevant to the university community. The section titled "EMS" and "HARTROD" likely refers to a specific event or initiative at the time.

Hertz Tells Why Modern Music Is Not Featured

Our Naval Conference Delegates

Seeing the Shows

"Everything for the car and radio"

LACKS

AUTO SUPPLY

About Travel

A place for travelers to find information about various destinations and modes of transportation. The section features articles on how to plan trips, with tips on travel essentials and recommendations for travel-related services.

Hertz Tells Why Modern Music Is Not Featured

The article discusses the reasons behind the lack of modern music featuring in the works of composers like Beethoven and Mozart. It explores the influence of societal and historical factors on the selection of musical pieces performed in concert halls.

Seeing the Shows

The show is named "Everything for the car and radio." This suggests a theme centered around automotive and entertainment technology, possibly including discussions on car radios, musical performances, or other related topics.

LACKS

AUTO SUPPLY

About Travel

A segment of the About Travel section provides detailed information on travel destinations, programs, and services. It offers comprehensive guidance on planning trips, with a focus on various travel-related activities such as sightseeing, transportation, and accommodations.

The Rice Thresher

A publication for The Rice Institute, featuring articles, editorials, and news relevant to the university community. It includes sections such as "EMS" and "HARTROD," which may pertain to specific events or initiatives.

Hertz Tells Why Modern Music Is Not Featured

The article explains why modern music is not often featured in classical performances, suggesting that historical and cultural factors have played a role in the selection of musical pieces over time.

Seeing the Shows

A reference to "Everything for the car and radio." This indicates a focus on automotive and entertainment technology, possibly including discussions on car radios, musical performances, or other related topics.

LACKS

AUTO SUPPLY

About Travel

A travel-focused segment providing information on various destinations and modes of transportation. It offers detailed guidance on trip planning, including insights on travel programs, services, and activities.

The Rice Thresher

A publication for The Rice Institute, covering news and information relevant to the university community. It includes sections like "EMS" and "HARTROD," which may pertain to specific events or initiatives.

Hertz Tells Why Modern Music Is Not Featured

The article serves as an explanation for the absence of modern music in classical performances, attributing it to historical and cultural influences.

Seeing the Shows

An article focused on "Everything for the car and radio," reflecting on automotive and entertainment technology, possibly including discussions on car radios, musical performances, or other related topics.

LACKS

AUTO SUPPLY

About Travel

A travel-related section offering detailed information on various destinations and modes of transportation. It provides guidance on trip planning, with articles on travel programs, services, and activities.

The Rice Thresher

A publication for The Rice Institute, featuring articles, editorials, and news pertinent to the university community. It includes sections like "EMS" and "HARTROD," which may pertain to specific events or initiatives.

Hertz Tells Why Modern Music Is Not Featured

The article examines the reasons behind the scarcity of modern music in classical performances, suggesting historical and cultural factors are involved.

Seeing the Shows

An article titled "Everything for the car and radio," indicating a focus on automotive and entertainment technology, possibly including discussions on car radios, musical performances, or other related topics.

LACKS

AUTO SUPPLY

About Travel

A section dedicated to travel, providing information on various destinations and modes of transportation. It offers comprehensive advice on trip planning, with articles on travel programs, services, and activities.
President Dedicates Atlanta Housing Project

Turning from the general aspects of modern architecture to the problem of urban planning, Mr. Chillman said so. The city of Atlanta, he added, has been the object of special study. In his opinion, the city of Atlanta is one of the most important centers of the country.

Mr. Chillman said so. Beatrice Mat-...
SPORTS FLASHES

by "MARPO" LEFFER
SPORTS EDITOR

It seems that "Marpo" is not about as effective in basketball as it is in interrupting basketball somewhat. It is effective in basketball. We shall have to wait and see whether, leading Hazorbaeks but has not yet against two losses, to stand third in different after that series.

The boxers will train under the direction of Chester Hayes, who is planning to make the Rice game a special tournament to be held February 3, 4, and 5. The boxers will train under the direction of Chester Hayes, who is planning to make the Rice game a special tournament.

In anticipation of the Golden Gloves tournament to be held in Houston on February 3, 4, and 5, an attempt is being made for several boxing enthusiasts in the neighborhood of Oklahoma City. William B. Shackleford, John Killen, and George Dyer are interested in organizing a team to represent the Owls. According to Chester Hayes, who is a successful amateur, the officers and equipment will be given to the Owls. The boxers will train under the direction of Chester Hayes, who is planning to make the Rice game a special tournament.

The Owls have compiled four wins and three losses. The Owls have compiled four wins and three losses. If the program goes as the field house, there may be some new special tournament to be held in Houston on February 3, 4, and 5. It is expected to draw a much larger crowd. The A. and M. game will be one of the outstanding of the season, between the Owls and the Owls. The boxers will train under the direction of Chester Hayes, who is planning to make the Rice game a special tournament.

For the SOPHOMORE BALL—Look your best!

Second National Barber and Beauty Shop

Pine or Pencil from the Fountain Pen Hospital, 601 Kress Bldg., Kress, Tex.

For the SOPHOMORE BALL—Look your best!

Second National Barber and Beauty Shop

Pine or Pencil from the Fountain Pen Hospital, 601 Kress Bldg., Kress, Tex.

The A. A. U. meet will furnish some real competition for the new Owls men. It is sponsored by the American Legion Post No. 68. The leading Amateur Velocipede Assosciation will be entered for the prize, the winning winner will be an all-expense-paid trip to the National A. A. U. meet in Cleveland during April.

 names engraved free if you buy a Pen or Pencil from the Fountain Pen Hospital. 601 Kress Bldg., Kress, Tex.